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Together transforming our City and Diocese

From the Dean
‘How empty the city once teeming with people’
(Lam. 1.1). As I write, we are beyond the midpoint
of
Melbourne’s Stage 4 Covid-19 restrictions,
with curfews scheduled to go on for just another
fortnight. During the time of the hard lockdown,
we as a Cathedral team have sought to share with
our city the message of life and hope that is at the
heart of the Christian faith in a variety of new ways.
Many of you have joined us in lighting candles, and
praying for our city and state and its leaders, at 8pm
each night. I have taken comfort from the fact that so
many are sharing this intentional ministry of literally
living out Jesus’ instruction to be ‘lights in the world’.
Thank you for sharing with us in these simple acts of
showing faith-filled hope.
You may feel as if the last five months have been
a bit of a blur, but let me assure you that we have
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all accomplished a lot since we closed our doors to
the public some 160 days ago. We all transitioned
from in-person ministry to an online program
of worship and fellowship within the space of a
fortnight. Something that would ordinarily take
months to accomplish was achieved in days. I am
immensely proud of your willingness to embrace
the changes to our worship and fellowship, and to
engage with us online, through YouTube, Facebook
live, Zoom or email, and by more established means
of communication, by phone and letter.
Since July, we have also been broadcasting our
worship on television. In a collaboration with
community channel C31 (digital 44), we now
broadcast a weekly Choral Evensong from St Paul’s,
every Monday at 2.30pm. I am very proud of what
we all have accomplished as a Cathedral community.
Together we have settled into new routines, and
started entirely new forms of ministry. Thank you for

the important part you play in this transition.
St Paul’s has determined not to re-open until we
safely can admit 100 worshippers and visitors at a
time. At present, while we are still facing ongoing
isolation at home with daily curfews, the time when
we may gather again with 100 people still seems
very far off. But that does not mean that we are not
making plans for what worship and ministry will
look like at St Paul’s once we can re-open. Together
with our Cathedral Chapter, we have developed a
Covid-19 Worship and Ministry Charter to help us in
our planning and to make sure we stay true to our
values and Strategic Plan.
One thing is clear: our worshipping life and outreach
after the pandemic will not look the same as it did
before. The most significant change we will see
will be to our opening times and our worshipping
schedule. In order to make sure that the Cathedral
is a safe environment for worshippers and visitors,
we need to increase our future cleaning regime. And
that takes time. So, when we open again, we will be
continuing our Sunday worship as we have done
online: at 8am, 10am, 1pm (in Mandarin) and, when
Evensong is reintroduced, at 4pm. During the week,
the Cathedral will be open to visitors and worshippers
from 11am to 6pm, to enable our staff to set up and
clean every morning.
As we shape the Cathedral ministry of the future, we
want to take the best of what was before and what is
now. Our ‘lockdown’ 10am service is a great example
of that. It combines the best of our family-friendly
service and our Choral Eucharist. That’s why we want
to retain that service going into the future. Not only

for public health reasons such as cleaning, important
though that is, but much more so because of the
incredible fellowship we have seen emerge between
the two congregations, and the ability for our clergy
truly to be present with our congregants: sharing in
morning tea with you (virtually and later in person)
and in attending and leading our study groups.
I encourage you to be part of that planning: the
full Covid-19 Worship and Ministry Charter can
be found on pages 8-9. In addition, Archdeacon
Heather has shared some more thoughts on what
our worshipping life will look like while we continue
in lockdown and when we open again on page 7.
We will also present those ideas to you over a cup of
coffee (bring your own and join the Zoom meetings).
On 6 September and 20 September we will be
holding congregational consultations with our 10am
and 8am congregations, and on 8 September at 7pm
with our Mandarin congregation to hear your views.
Details of the meetings will be circulated through
our weekly newsletter.
Thank you for your patience and support as we
together respond to one of the greatest challenges
to our ministry and outreach in a generation. Thank
you for your willingness to investigate and try out
some of the opportunities that emerge from this
challenge. Thank you for your companionship as we
shoulder the disappointments that we may have to
face. Above all, thank you for your prayers for the
Cathedral staff and for me, and for sharing with us in
being signs of hope, and lights for our world in these
uncertain days. ■
Dean Andreas Loewe

STREAMING SERVICES
at St Paul’s Cathedral

Sundays
8am
10am

1pm

BCP Eucharist with
Sermon
Sung Eucharist with
Hymns, all-age Bible
Talk and Sermon
Mandarin Eucharist
華語崇拜

Weekdays
12.15pm
2.30pm

Choral Evensong
(Mondays*)

5.10pm

Choral Evensong
(Tuesdays)

www.cathedral.org.au/worship/
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Lunchtime Eucharist
(Wednesday & Friday)

*Broadcast on C31 (Digital 44)
at 2.30pm only

Canon Pastor
on Leave
Our Canon Pastor, Chris Carolane, is taking some
weeks leave for personal reasons. During his
absence from the Cathedral, the Revd Emily Fraser
will be the Acting Cathedral Pastor.
She can be contacted on (03) 9653 4313 or by
emailing: efraser@stpaulscathedral.org.au.
Canon Chris said: 'I value everyone’s prayers for
me and our family, but ask respectfully to be given
some space. For this reason I prefer not to be
contacted by others until I am back on deck'.
We pray for Chris and wish him and the family
well, and thank Revd Emily for taking on her new
additional responsibilities in his absence.

About Revd Emily
It is a privilege to be stepping up my involvement
with the Cathedral to assist as Acting Cathedral
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Pastor while Canon Christopher is on leave.
I have a Bachelor of Arts (Honours), a Master of
Publishing and Editing, a Master of Divinity and
a Diploma in Theology. I am also completing a
Doctorate though the University of Divinity. While
a Theological student, I was a resident of Trinity
College at the University of Melbourne and also
served as Chapel Clerk in the College Chapel while
Dean Andreas was College Chaplain.
I was ordained in the Diocese of Melbourne in
2013, and served as Assistant Curate at both St
John’s Camberwell (2013 – 2014) and St Andrew’s
Brighton (2015). In 2016 I was appointed as School
Chaplain of Lowther Hall Anglican Grammar School
in Essendon, as well as an Associate Priest of the
Cathedral.
Part of my duties at the School is to support
the student choristers of the Girls’ Voices of
the Cathedral Choir. It has been a great joy
to introduce them to the Cathedral and see
them become so comfortable in its surrounds
and among its congregation, and make such a
wonderful contribution to the musical tradition of
the Cathedral.
As Acting Cathedral Pastor I will be co-ordinating
and hosting the Sunday morning tea meetings
held on Zoom from 9.15am. All are welcome to
join us for this time of fellowship in between the
8am and 10am services. I will also be co-ordinating
the Phone Tree by which Cathedral congregation
members are keeping in touch with one another
and supporting one another while we are unable
to meet in person.
I am also the contact person for anyone in the
Congregation who would like to arrange a
pastoral visit by the Clergy, or if you need to let us
know of any pastoral emergencies (for example,
hospitalisations). I will also liaise with my Clergy
colleagues to make sure that the pastoral needs
of the Cathedral congregation continue to be met.
Please don’t hesitate to get
in touch, by email or phone,
if there’s anything I can do
for you, and know that the
Cathedral community is in
my prayers.
Revd Emily Fraser
Acting Cathedral Pastor
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Be Ready for Christmas!

Valete, Peter Barrett and
Evonne Paddison
The Dean and Chapter of St Paul’s Cathedral, and
the wider Cathedral community, give thanks for the
lives of two of its members who died on Monday,
13 July 2020 and thank God for their contribution
to the work and ministry of St Paul’s Cathedral:
Mr Peter Barrett (pictured above) served as
the Honorary Treasurer of St Paul’s Cathedral.
He formed an integral part of the Cathedral’s
governance and stewardship as an ex officio
member of Chapter and a member of the
Cathedral’s Finance Committee.
The Reverend Dr Evonne Paddison (pictured
below) served as a Chapter Canon of St Paul’s
Cathedral. She occupied the Chapter stall of St
Augustine from 2010-2015, during which time
she also served as a member of the Cathedral’s
Community and Mission Committee.
May they rest in peace, and rise in glory.

Be sure to order now to get your Christmas
essentials! With the restrictions in Victoria
causing continued disruptions in the post, we
recommend planning ahead so that Christmas
cards and gifts make it to your loved ones on
time.
Cards, decorations, nativities and lots of great
gifts are in stock online now.

Now Available

The 2021 Lectionary is now available and this
year is an orange-red colour! They are $15/e
and can be purchased online.

Visit the Shop
Head online now to
cathedralshopmelbourne.com
We are always happy to receive phone and
email enquiries. Call (03) 9653 4311 and leave
a message and your phone number, or email
the shop at:
giftshop@stpaulscathedral.org.au.
Consider subscribing to email updates from
our online shop for the latest news by clicking
here

#CandlesAtCurfew

Candles at Curfew
On 4 August the Cathedral Chapter launched the
Candles at Curfew initiative, with Dean Andreas
leading members in a short service of prayer at
curfew time.
Curfew gives us an opportunity to pause to
remember each other in our shared experiences,
and hold in our minds those who are on the
frontlines of our welfare. Join us in lighting candles
as a symbol of hope in a time of limited movement
and personal interaction.
Visit cathedral.org.au/candlesatcurfew to find
prayer resources and a simple liturgy.
Share the light! Post an image of your candle along
with the #CandlesAtCurfew hashtag on your social
media as you share your thoughts with others. ■

The Show
Must Go On
The Wednesday Lunchtime Concert Series has been
a part of our week at St Paul’s since 2013. It was
created to encourage workers and others to come
into and enjoy the beautiful surroundings of the
Cathedral during the day, and the concerts have
provided fine music and space for contemplation
in the midst of a busy week.
2020 started with excellent concerts from Hans
Hielscher (organ); Sophia Kirsanova (violin); Emily
Holland (soprano); Timothy Chiang (piano); and
Donna Coleman (piano). But then things had
to change. Concerts around the country were
cancelled due to restrictions on audience sizes.
Streaming concerts live was the only option. Thanks
to support from the Cathedral Music Foundation
we have streamed two concerts from the Cathedral
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and, as restrictions tightened further, one concert
recorded in the performer’s home!
It is a privilege to offer musicians a platform
to perform. Our first virtual concert was from
Elissa Goodrich (vibraphone) and Gideon Brazil
(woodwind). Their beautiful music floated into
our homes, allowing that space for contemplation
that we always hoped the concerts would provide.
Elissa said, ‘It’s just so lovely to be able to perform
with a colleague again!’
Jenny Lu’s concert took us to Russia with
Shostakovich, Tchaikovsky and Medtner. One
lunchtime concert regular said ‘She is so poised and
turns the piano into such an eloquent instrument.
The Medtner was exceptional!’ This month Amogh
Ananth and Harrison Lam recorded their concert
from their homes which was a technical feat and a
pleasure to watch.
All the virtual concerts are available to watch on
the Cathedral YouTube channel and there are
more coming up! See our planned schedule below
and help us keep the music going with a taxdeductible donation to the Music Foundation by
visiting cathedral.org.au/donate. ■
Kristy Biber
Leading Musician
St Paul’s Cathedral presents

VIRTUAL
CONCERT SERIES

THE

‘The light shines in
the darkness
and the darkness has
not overcome it’
John 1.5

Sept 19 // Westgarth Ensemble
Oct 17 //

Adam Simmons

Nov 21 // Meredith Connie
Dec 19 // Kevin Chow
Tune in at 2pm on the
St Paul’s YouTube channel
Click here
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Who Thought?
would have

Who would have thought that this year would be
the 2020 it has turned out to be? Certainly not me!
The necessary restrictions on our movements and
other requirements are making each day an up
and down experience for many of us. To cheer me
up, a friend sent the following to me last week:
‘I never thought the comment, “I wouldn’t touch
them with a six-foot pole” would become national
policy, but here we are.’

A Delivery from Geelong
On 14 September 1881 two heavy wagons laden
with Waurn Ponds limestone, which comprised
the first consignment destined for the start of
Phase 2 of the Cathedral construction, arrived
at the Geelong railway yards from the McCann
quarry. Civic pride can be seen in the report that
the blocks were ‘splendid specimens of our local
stone comprising blocks of 4 to 5 tons each’, and
they ‘attracted considerable attention while being
conveyed through the streets’.¹ McCann had to
supply his own chains necessary to load the heavy
blocks onto a train bound for Melbourne.
Peter McCann & Son were the suppliers of
the Waurn Ponds limestone and the Barrabool
sandstone (known as freestone) which were used
extensively in the construction of St Paul’s. The
Cathedral Building Committee had decided at its
meeting on 12 July to make an initial purchase of
‘1000 cubic feet of Waurn Ponds limestone at 2/9
per foot delivered and 100 yards super of Barrabool
Wells valley stones in courses at 12/9 per yard
super’ from him.²
The Geelong Advertiser noted Peter McCann’s
success in securing both contracts with some
pride. The stone types had been chosen by
Butterfield from specimens sent to him. Purchase
of the stone for Phase 1 had been undertaken by
the contract builder William Smith of Collingwood,
probably from Mr. Benjamin Holdsworth who
owned the quarry at that time; he died suddenly
in March 1881. Peter McCann purchased the lease
on the quarry in April of that year and purchased it
outright two years later.³
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The Barrabool sandstone probably came from the
quarry on Fairview Farm on the Colac road which
had been opened by Nicholas McCann in 1844.
The report of 14 September noted with equal
pride that Barrabool stone was being worked at
the McCann quarry by his masons, ‘which spoke
very creditably of Mr. McCann’. The stones were
being dressed and scored (or broached) in narrow
diagonal lines for immediate use on site – which
explains the pricing noted above. Butterfield
only discovered that this was being done in June
1882, and described it as ‘a very artificial way of
contrasting walling and quoins’.⁴
The report concluded with a strong sense of
satisfaction that as construction would last a
number of years and would be worth a considerable
sum, it would provide much work for the men of
the district.
The social value of such a large and valuable
construction site in Melbourne should not be
underestimated; it had a ripple effect throughout
Victoria. The Geelong District was only one of many
that benefitted from the steady work that was
made available to workmen and thus sustained
and enriched local communities.
Dorothea Rowse
Hon Cathedral Archivist
Image: Architect Edward Billson (left) at the McCann
Quarry in 1962, seeking stone for external wall repairs.
¹ Geelong Advertiser, 14 September 1881, p. 2
² 2/3/3 St Paul’s Cathedral Building Committee Minutes (SPCA)
³ Geelong Advertiser, 7 April 1881, p.6
⁴ Butterfield to Harrison, 10 June 1882

We are very grateful to be able to stream and
record services. Whilst I often marvel that so many
in our congregation sit in the same pew each
week, I am at present thankful for that, because
as we preach or preside, we ‘see’ you in your usual
place, and as we do so are encouraged by your
faithfulness as members of our congregation. We
value the responses and feedback you have sent
us, and your appreciation for our online presence.
We have also received some insightful responses
to parts of our services that could be better
presented for the sake of those who are watching
from home. Sometimes we are unable to change
your experience of the service, but your feedback
is such a great help for us to assess how we can
better engage with you at distance.
As we constantly rub up against the limitations of
our situation, we are also aware of opportunities
opening up within our new framework. The
‘disruption to usual transmission’ which the
pandemic has thrust on us all has also opened
the door to rethinking and reimagining a number
of aspects of our ministry and services. Some of
this has been plain hard work, some a freeing
delight. Many have mentioned to me their deep
appreciation of the repertoire Philip Nicholls, our
Director of Music, has assembled with great speed
and agility. We are always spoilt with music that
enriches our services, and in these changed times
Philip has researched and chosen arrangements
suitable for a solo voice and small groups. What a
source of refreshment – live performance of music,
and settings we might not be familiar with!
Filming our weekly Bible Talk is often the highlight
of my (and I suspect the Dean’s) week, and these
have grown to biblical proportions which would
not be possible with the Cathedral full of people.

New outreach opportunities and Bible study times
led by Canons Christopher and Robert via Zoom
have opened up the opportunity for congregation
members who would not normally be able to
participate in the study to do so. The ministry
to our Mandarin congregation sees our Curate
Cleopas and Theological Student John engaging
with people both here and overseas. Our Zoom
fellowship gatherings have been the source of
new and firm friendships forming. Our phone tree
facilitated by many of you has been a rich source
of encouragement.
These opportunities mean we are beginning to
weigh up what we take on into the future from
these ministries, what we combine with our
previous ways of ministering, and whether we
reimagine some areas of Cathedral life in the
new normal. We know that our gatherings will be
different in the short to medium term as a result of
restrictions. Over the next few months we will be
considering a variety of options for our services,
including how we involve you all in parts of the
service, how we reach out to different age groups,
ways to incorporate our usual annual special
services for organisations in Melbourne, our use
of music, how we pray together, how we enjoy a
sense of celebration in our gathering together,
or engender reflection time. To help us think this
through we would very much like to have you join
us for a consultation time. Regular congregants
who watch the 10 am service will be invited to join
us on September 6 at 11.15am, and those who
watch our 8am service on September 20 at 9am.
We continue in daily prayer for your all, and trust
you do the same for us. As we serve God with heart,
soul, mind and strength, here is an encouragement
to us all from Paul in Romans 12, from our recent
Epistle reading: Let love be genuine; hate what is
evil, hold fast to what is good; love one another
with mutual affection; outdo one another in
showing honour. Do not lag in zeal, be ardent in
spirit, serve the Lord. Rejoice in hope, be patient
in suffering, persevere in prayer. Contribute to the
needs of the saints; extend hospitality to strangers.
The Ven Heather Patacca
Canon Precentor
September consultation times:
8am congregation: 9am Sunday 20
10am congregation: 11.15am Sunday 6
1pm congregation: 7pm Tuesday 8
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Covid-19: Worship and
Ministry Charter
St Paul’s Cathedral

At St Paul’s Cathedral Melbourne, the experience of the Covid-19 lockdown has created new ministries and
new ways of doing and being a Cathedral community. We look forward to the time when we can meet again
in person.

5.

Sustainable and safe (SG 3.1.1)
When planning for re-opening we’ll always prioritise the wellbeing and safety of our staff and
members. We expect that our pattern of events and worship won’t stay the same. We believe that
such a change is positive. While we may suspend or discontinue activities or services that we used to
run prior to Covid-19, we’ll also continue beneficial parts of our ministry begun during restrictions,
and add new ideas and programs.

6.

Intentional and act with integrity (SG 1.1 and 2.2)
We love sharing the good news that Jesus Christ transforms lives. We want all people to know
that God loves us, sets us free, and calls us to discipleship. We’ll make sure that we use as many
opportunities as possible to share this message: in prayer and preaching, in our teaching and study,
in our communication and our programming.

Diverse and delivering a broad curriculum (SG 2.2.)
We’ve experienced new ways of ministry during lockdown, and added in new pastoral programs. We’ll
continue to develop those initiatives. We’ll also create new programs that will help us to become
more mature disciples of Jesus Christ. We want there to be something to suit all comers. In English
and other languages. From your first visit to the Cathedral to becoming a regular member. From
becoming a volunteer or lay leader to entering into ministry or being ordained. For adults and kids. In
person and online.

7.

Welcoming and connecting (MC 2, SG 2.1)
We want to connect people with one another and God. We are proud to be such a diverse, multilingual and cross-cultural community. As we go forward, we’ll continue to be welcoming, inclusive
and hospitable. We’ll particularly make sure that we remain as accessible as possible: for people from
Covid-19 at-risk cohorts, for people with health vulnerabilities, and people without internet access.
We‘ll continue to live-stream our worship, and will also televise a weekly service on free to air TV.
Even when we can meet face to face again, we’ll continue to hold online fellowship and study.

Enhancing our sense of fellowship and belonging (SG 2.1.2.)
One of the things we valued most during this pandemic was that we made time to be together.
Even though we were separated physically we spent time with one another. We’ll continue to make
time. Together we’ll invest time to build up a community of study, prayer, care and hospitality. We’ll
take the best of our fellowship programs before and during lockdown to build up the Cathedral
community for the future.

8.

Financially viable and fair (SG 2.3 and 3.2)
Our members and friends have been incredibly generous in digging deeper into their pockets to
support our Cathedral. This has sustained our ministry at a time when visitor donations, and income
from bookings and our shop have fallen away. It’s also enabled us to do the right thing by our staff
and our tenants. We’ve provided rent relief to the café and shops in Chapter House Lane, and been
able to maintain employment for our staff. When going forward, we’ll continue to act with justice and
fairness, especially when we have to make hard decisions. We‘ll also continue to ask for help from our
members and friends. We need and value the support of all and believe that it is when we help one
another we can weather this uncertain time together.

We know that our future won’t look like the past. We’ll be re-assessing our pre-Covid-19 ministry programs
and enterprise or business activities to see what’s sustainable with the staff and resources available to us.
We’ll draw on knowledge gained during the lockdown and develop new ideas. As we do so, we’ll stay true to
our vision. That vision is expressed in the Mission Commitments (MCs) and Strategic Goals (SGs) of our 20202025 Strategic Plan.
As we together look to the future, we will be

1.

2.

3.

Ministry-centred and draw on the gifts of all people (SG 1.1.1 and 1.1)
In our leadership we want to draw on the gifts of all our members and volunteers, and showcase the
diversity of our community. When we can open again, we’ll provide opportunity for ordained and
lay leaders to be present and visible in the Cathedral. We want our worship, welcome, prayer and
teaching to build a sense of belonging. We want to equip all our members and volunteers to be able
to invite others to enquire and learn about our faith.

4.

Balancing excellence and volume of ministry (SG 2.1 and 3.1.2).
We are an incredibly busy place. In all our activities – whether in worship and ministry, administration
and business – we’ll safeguard the capacity of our staff and volunteers. We’ll make sure that all
our ministry and outreach can sustainably be led by our team. We won’t spread ourselves thin and
instead will create and share resources to build up resilience. We’ll seek help or support when we
need it.
Version 1.2, July 2020

(C) 2020 The Dean and Chapter of St Paul’s Cathedral Melbourne.
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“...a reminder of the cost of our
salvation, which was wrought for us
on that bare outcrop of limestone on
the outskirts of Jerusalem...”

The Jerusalem Stone

O

n Sunday 28 June, our Patronal Festival, I
dedicated a new stone plaque, a permanent
addition to the fabric of the Cathedral. The
limestone, from which this new plaque was carved,
began its journey in Jerusalem. It was given to me
in 2004 when I was still working in the Church of
England, by the then Anglican Bishop in Jerusalem.
Roughly the diameter of a cheesecake, the stone is
said to have formed a historic pillar base; possibly
even one of the stones replaced during the
restauration of the dome of the Holy Sepulchre
in the 1990s. It was intended to be embedded in
the sanctuary of a new church or chapel. When we
moved to Australia eleven years ago, the stone
travelled with us. When we were setting up the
Deanery Coach House as a studio in January for our
Cathedral artist-in-residence Annique Goldenberg,
I literally stumbled across it again. Discussing the
stone with my partner Katherine we felt that, in
the absence of an opportunity to place it in a new
church, the stone should become a permanent
part of the Cathedral.
10

And so together with Archbishop Philip, and the
Cathedral’s Culture and Heritage Committee it
was decided that the stone should be embedded
at the heart of our Cathedral as a reminder of our
connectedness to the place of the resurrection.
In late February, the stone was prepared by
Cathedral artists Janusz and Magda Kuzbicki.
The round limestone was cut in half, into two 6
centimetre thick discs. One of the discs will be
kept for its original purpose, and will at a future
date be used in a newly-founded parish church
or chapel. The other disc has been inscribed with
the Jerusalem cross, a reminder of the cost of our
salvation, which was wrought for us on that bare
outcrop of limestone on the outskirts of Jerusalem
on which the church of the Holy Sepulchre was
built in the third century.
We chose an inscription for the stone comes from
a song written by King David. Psalm 103 speaks
of God’s lasting faithfulness, and his strengthening
of his servants. ‘Bless the Lord, O my soul, and all

that is within me bless his holy name’, David sings
(Psalm 103.1). ‘God forgives all your iniquities,
heals all your diseases. He redeems your life from
destruction’, the poet king prays, ‘and crowns
you with lovingkindness and tender mercies … so
that your youth is renewed like an eagle’s’ (Psalm
103.3-5).
It was this central part of King David’s extended
prayer—’he crowns you with loving kindness and
tender mercies’ (Psalm 103.4)—that we chose for an
inscription. And because all liturgical inscriptions in
this Cathedral are in Latin, we used a translation of
the Psalter composed in nearby Bethlehem by the
theologian St Jerome at about the time when the
Holy Sepulchre, and the Church of the Nativity near
Jerome’s own home, were constructed. ‘Coronat te
misericoria et miserationibus’, Jerome’s translation
of the psalter reads.
In this way the stone may remind us that ours
is the task of passing on this good news to our
own generation: in this city and Cathedral that we

call home; in the places where we live and work;
and in the places that speak of God’s love in our
communities.
‘The Lord crowns us with mercy and compassion’
are words of encouragement placed at the heart
of our Cathedral, ‘coronat te misericordia et
miserationibus’. Especially at this time when we
remain separated from one another because of
the current pandemic, I take great comfort from
the knowledge that God walks closely with us
and blesses us. That God seeks our wellbeing and
welfare even (and especially) in times of challenge
and tribulation. And that God commissions us to
make known that good news – that his lovingkindness and mercy is for all people, and all
generations – and for us, in our own time. ■
The Very Revd Andreas Loewe
Dean
Adapted from a sermon preached by Dean Andreas
on Sunday 28 June, 2020
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Making a Difference in
Cambodia

in UNACAS, are now studying at university. Hence,
a sponsorship program is currently running to
provide for their living and education costs.
Each year the team visits three of the poorest
villages, performing head lice treatment and
providing gift bags of hygiene products and basic
clothing for the families. Part of this care and aid
comes in the form of rice provision, distributed
through one of the churches in Bek Chan.

In January 2020 the Australian Collaboration
Cambodia team, led by Christopher and Roslyn
Carolane, spent two weeks in Cambodia, bringing
care and support to the very poor of that country
in areas of housing, education, hygiene and food.
In Char Krom, outside of Siem Reap, the team
assisted in the development of a primary school
building and playground equipment. The residents
were welcome to join in the painting of the
classroom, the library and the tyres, which were
turned into swings and a climbing frame.
The team of 19 helped finish building six houses
through the Tabitha Foundation in the Kandal
Province, outside Phnom Penh. This provided
homes and wells for six families, together with
an economic agricultural plan for their selfsubsistence.
Over the last decade the ACC has supported and
helped maintain UNACAS, an orphanage in Bek
Chan. This project has grown and now has 50
children. They are learning how to grow chickens,
ducks and vegetables which provide food for
them. Many of the children who have grown up
12

The next January trip cannot go ahead because
of the pandemic, but the needs still exist and the
cost of food, clothes, medicine and sponsorship
do not go away. If you would like to become a
sponsor or contribute with a tax-deductible
donation, please contact Chris Carolane at
ccarolane@stpaulscathedral.org.au ■
Jenny Liggett
ACC Volunteer

Remembrance Day
A Remembrance Day Evensong service
will be broadcast free-to-air on C31
(digital 44) on
9 November at 2pm.
Be sure to tune in and join us
in worship as we mark the 75th
anniversary of the end of the
Second World War.

Bible Talks
Go Viral
Canon Heather and ‘Chief Props Officer’ Dean
Andreas have been bringing Bible stories to life
in delightful and unexpected ways, from cameo
appearances of Canon Heather’s dog Archie as
‘chief prop’ to surprising practical effects. The
most popular All Age Bible Talk so far has been
Pentecost Sunday, featuring industrial fans and
minor pyrotechnics to illustrate the descent of the
Holy Spirit. In second place is the Ascension of
Jesus, which concludes with Dean Andreas being
stranded several meters in the air on a scissor lift
while everyone else departs for lunch.

Above: Pyrotechnics illustrate the descent of the Holy
Spirit on Pentecost Sunday
Below: The Dean remains ascended on Ascension Sunday
while the Precentor departs for Lunch

The continuing success of our online worship
schedule reflects the mission of our ministry team
to make worship accessible by accommodating
the broad range of worship styles across our
diocese. Managed by Events Officer Andrew
Victorsen, the streaming Sunday services at St
Paul’s involve everything from the 8am BCP
Eucharist, a traditional service that stretches back
to the seventeenth century, to the energetic and
creative All Age Bible Talks.

and Archie produce a Bible talk that is simple to
understand, fun, entertaining, creative and relaxed.
They are presented in such a way that they are not
too young for adults of all ages nor are they too old
for the children’. Dean Elizabeth Dyke of St Paul’s
Cathedral, Bendigo, was also able to share one of
the Talks with her community – ‘I found the Talks
relaxed, accessible and engaging. St Paul’s Cathedral
kids enjoyed the different opportunity they gave to
learn more about Jesus.’

As the Talks have grown in popularity, we have
received praise from the broader Anglican
community. St Paul’s Church in Frankston,
who post the weekly Talks to their website and
Facebook page, have said that ‘Heather, Andreas

While the pandemic prevents in-person gatherings,
teaching, and fellowship, technology has enabled
our clergy to reach our community over the
internet. The modern recording infrastructure of
St Paul’s has facilitated a much broader outreach
during a period when it is most needed. The quality
of recorded footage is high enough that it has
opened doors into television broadcasting. C31
(digital 44), a well-established media partner of
the Cathedral, agreed to broadcast a pre-recorded
choral evensong service every Monday at 2.30pm.
These broadcasts began on 20 July.
We have recently had the opportunity to upgrade
our AV system further thanks to the generous gifts
of our members. The upgrades will improve the
quality of the camera on the Nave bridge, and add
an extra camera that will focus on the pulpit and
choir. With the support of donations and planned
giving from our community, it seems that our
online offerings will continue to flourish well into
the future.
Joel McFadyen
Cathedral Secretary
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From the Canon
Missioner
Last year, no one could have guessed how much
our lives would change in 2020. After learning the
new word ‘Coronavirus’ other new terms quickly
followed – Covid-19, social distancing, Stage 3
restrictions, self-quarantine, Zoom meetings, new
normal, and so on. Life as we knew it seems like
a distant memory, things we take for granted are
now luxury items or even out of reach.
We are all affected in these tumultuous times – no
one is spared. The lockdown has taken its toll on
everyone, physically, emotionally and mentally.
Each of us react and respond to these stresses
differently. The important thing is to acknowledge
the difficulties we face and how they affect us.
When these stresses become too much then our
mental and physical health can be affected.
You Are Not Alone
It is good to know that we do not have to face this
difficult time alone. We are the Cathedral family.
We have each other and our friendly Cathedral
staff. If you have need, do not hesitate to reach out.
We are here to help. There is no stigma attached
to any physical or mental health issues. You will be
surprised how many people have similar struggles
as you do.
In these anxious, uncertain, and momentous times,
it is essential that we remember our almighty and
very much in-control God. He is also our Immanuel
(God with us) God. He is here with you going
through the same impediments you face each day.
Gift a

Legacy of Faith and Love

in your will

Leave your mark on the ministry and
fabric of St Paul’s Cathedral.
Give a gift to future generations by
making a bequest to St Paul’s in
your will.
Details of how to word your
bequest can be found at
cathedral.org.au/donate
or by calling 03 9653 4220
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Isn’t it wonderful that Jesus invites us to place our
worries, cares, fears, uncertainty, burdens, grief
and even anger on him? Listen to his invitation,
‘Come to me, all you who are weary and burdened,
and I will give you rest’ (Matthew 11:28). Again,
Peter reminds us to ‘Cast all your anxiety on him
because he cares for you’ (1 Peter 5:7).

“Come to me, all you who are weary
and burdened, and I will give you rest”
– Matthew 11:28
Looking After Yourself
While the restrictions we are experiencing are
disruptive, here are some tips to cope and even
thrive during this Covid-19 lockdown. This ‘time
out’ can be a gift to do something positive with.
You can engage your creative energies into your
passions, learn new skills, appreciate more about
the world of nature around you, stay connected
with friends and loved ones, enjoy the simple
pleasures of life like reading books and watching
movies, keep your body active and challenged. You
can simply rest and be still, take important time for
yourself to recharge. You can reach out to others
who are less fortunate or link up with people in a
compassionate way. Helping others allows us to
experience Jesus’ promise ‘It is more blessed to give
than to receive’ (Acts 20:25). The pandemic poses
many challenges to us. More important than living
through it is how we live through it.
Enjoy
Join us in our regular services and activities, catch
up with one another, contribute to each other’s
enrichment and through your offerings enable us
to continue to minister to you. Enjoy this issue of
Notes and News. Finally, rejoice often, do good,
love outrageously, enjoy life, and praise God. ■
Revd Canon Robert Vun
Canon Missioner
Need help?
Lifeline Counselling
Kids Helpline 		
Griefline 		

13 11 14
1800 55 1800
1300 845 745

Join Us for Worship

Cathedral Directory

Schedule of worship from Sunday 30 August 2020

Cathedral Clergy:
The Dean

8.00 am
10.00am
1.00pm

Holy Communion (BCP)
Sung Eucharist
Mandarin Service 華語崇拜

Monday

2.30pm

Choral Evensong on C31

Tuesday

5.10pm

Choral Evensong

Wednesday

12.15pm

Eucharist

Friday

12.15pm

Eucharist

Sunday

Note: Weeknight Choral Evensong is replaced
with Evening Prayer during school holidays. For
updates on service times visit cathedral.org.au
Join our services online
cathedral.org.au
facebook.com/StPaulsCathedralMelbourne
youtube.com/c/StPaulsCathedralMelbourne

Cathedral Prayer
Almighty God,
who caused the light of the gospel
to shine throughout the world
through the preaching of your servant Saint Paul:
grant that we may follow him in bearing witness
to your truth;
through Jesus Christ your Son our Lord.
Amen.
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